ABSTRACT. We prove that there exists an open and dense subset of the incompressible 3-flows of class C 2 such that, if a flow in this set has a positive volume regular invariant subset with dominated splitting for the linear Poincaré flow, then it must be an Anosov flow. With this result we are able to extend the dichotomies of Bochi-Mañé (see [26, 13, 9] ) and of Newhouse (see [30, 10] ) for flows with singularities. That is we obtain for a residual subset of the C 1 incompressible flows on 3-manifolds that: (i) either all Lyapunov exponents are zero or the flow is Anosov, and (ii) either the flow is Anosov or else the elliptic periodic points are dense in the manifold.
INTRODUCTION
Incompressible flows are a traditional subject from Fluid Mechanics, see e.g. [20] . These flows are associated to divergence-free vector fields, they preserve a volume form on the ambient manifold and thus come equipped with a natural invariant measure. On compact manifolds this provides an invariant probability giving positive measure (volume) to all nonempty open subsets. Therefore for vector fields X in this class we have Ω(X ) = M by the Poincaré Recurrence Theorem, where Ω(X ) denotes the non-wandering set. In particular such flows can have neither sinks nor sources, and in general do not admit Lyapunov stable sets, either for the flow itself or for the time reversed flow.
Let X r (M) be the space of C r vector fields, for any r ≥ 1, and X r µ (M) the subset of divergence-free vector fields defining incompressible (or conservative) flows. It is natural to study these flows under the measure theoretic point of view, besides the geometrical one.
The device of Poincaré sections has been used extensively to reduce several problems arising naturally in the setting of flows to lower dimensional questions about the behavior of a transformation. Recent breakthroughs on the understanding of generic volume-preserving diffeomorphisms on surfaces have non-trivial consequences for the dynamics of generic incompressible flows on three-dimensional manifolds.
The Bochi-Mañé Theorem [13] asserts that, for a C 1 residual subset of area-preserving diffeomorphisms, either the transformation is Anosov (i.e. globally hyperbolic), or the Lyapunov exponents are zero Lebesgue almost everywhere (i.e. there is no asymptotic growth of the length of vectors in any direction for almost all points). This was announced by Mañé in [24] but only a sketch of a proof was available in [26] . The complete proof presented by Jairo Bochi in [13] admits extensions to higher dimensions, obtained by Bochi and Viana in [15] , stating in particular that either the Lyapunov exponents of a C 1 generic volume-preserving diffeomorphism are zero Lebesgue almost everywhere, or else the system admits a dominated splitting for the tangent bundle dynamics. A survey of this theory can be found in [14] .
Recently (see Theorem 1.1 below) one of the coauthors was able to use, adapt and fully extend the ideas of the original proof by Bochi to the setting of generic conservative flows on three-dimensional compact boundaryless manifolds without singularities, in [9] . The presence of singularities imposes some differences between discrete and continuous systems. The ideas from the Bochi-Mañé proof were partially extended to a dense subset of C 1 incompressible flows (see Theorem 1.2 below) admitting singularities but without a full dichotomy between zero exponents and global hyperbolicity in the same work [9] .
There are related results from Arbieto-Matheus in [4] , where it is proved that C 1 robustly transitive volume-preserving 3-flows must be Anosov, with the help of a new perturbation lemma for divergence-free vector fields, and also from Horita-Tahzibi in [22] , where it is proved that robustly transitive symplectomorphisms must be partially hyperbolic. One of the coauthors together with Rocha proved in [11] that robustly transitive volume-preserving n-flows must have dominated splitting.
There are older C 1 dichotomy results for low dimensional transformations. A result of fundamental importance in the theory of generic conservative diffeomorphisms on surfaces was obtained by Newhouse in [30] . Newhouse's theorem states that C 1 generic area-preserving diffeomorphisms on surfaces either are Anosov, or else the elliptical periodic points are dense. A refined version of this results was presented by Arnaud in [5] in the family of 4-dimensional symplectomorphisms. Even more recently SaghinXia [38] generalized Arnauld result for the multidimensional symplectic case, and in [10] one of the coauthors together with Duarte obtained a similar dichotomy for C 1 -generic incompressible flows without singularities on 3-manifolds: either the flow is Anosov, or else the elliptic periodic orbits are dense in the manifold.
Here we complete the results of [9] and [10] fully extending the dichotomy from generic non-singular vector fields to generic vector fields in the family of C 1 all incompressible flows on 3-manifolds.
The main step is our arguments is to show that if a C 2 incompressible flow on a 3-manifold admits a positive volume invariant subset (not necessarily closed) formed by regular orbits with a very weak form of hyperbolicity, known as dominated decomposition, then there cannot be any singularity on the closure of this set, under a mild non-resonant conditions on the possible eigenvalues at the singularities. This leads easily to the conclusion that the closure of this invariant subset is a positive volume hyperbolic subset.
Adapting arguments from Bochi-Viana [14] to the flow setting it is proved that incompressible C 2 flows with positive volume compact invariant hyperbolic sets must be globally hyperbolic. Finally using standard arguments from Bochi-Viana [14] , [9] and [10] these results imply the C 1 generic dichotomies mentioned above for incompressible flows without any extra condition on the singularities.
Definitions and statement of the results.
In what follows M will always be a C ∞ compact connected boundaryless three-dimensional Riemannian manifold. We denote by µ a volume form on M and by dist the distance induced on M by the Riemannian scalar product, denoted by < ·, · >.
We begin by recalling Oseledets' Theorem for measure preserving flows and the notion of Linear Poincaré Flow first introduced by Doering in [18] .
Consider X ∈ X 1 µ (M) and the associated flow X t : M → M. Oseledets' Theorem [31] guarantees that we have, for µ-a.e. point x ∈ M, a measurable splitting of the tangent bundle at x,
x , called the Oseledets splitting and real numbers
for any v i ∈ E i x \ 0 and i = 1, ..., k(x). Oseledets' Theorem allow us to conclude also that
which is related to the sub-exponential decrease of the angle between any subspaces of the Oseledets splitting along µ-a.e. orbits. Since DX t x (X (x)) = X (X t (x)) the direction of the vector field is one of the Oseledets subspaces and it is associated to a zero Lyapunov exponent. The full µ-measure subset of points where these exponents and directions are defined will be referred to as the set of Oseledets points of X .
In the volume-preserving setting we have | det(DX t x )| = 1. Hence on 3-manifolds by (1.1) either λ 1 (x) = −λ 3 (x) > 0 or both are zero. If λ 1 (x) > 0, then we obtain two directions E u x and E s x respectively associated to λ 1 (x) and λ 3 (x) which we denote by λ u (x) and λ s (x).
We say that σ ∈ M is a singularity of X if X (σ) = 0 and we denote by S(X ) the set of all singularities of X . The complement M \ S(X ) is the set of regular points for the flow of X . For a regular point z of X denote by
It is easy to see that P = {P t X (z) : t ∈ R, X (z) 0} satisfies the cocycle identity
If we have an Oseledets point x S(X ) and λ 1 (x) > 0, the Oseledets splitting on T x M induces a P t X -invariant splitting on
If λ 1 (x) = 0, then the P t X -invariant splitting is trivial. Using (1.1) it is easy to see that the Lyapunov exponents of P t X (x) associated to the subspaces N u x and N s x are respectively λ u (x) ≥ 0 and λ s (x) ≤ 0. We now define dominated structures for the Linear Poincaré Flow. Given a regular invariant subset Λ for X ∈ X 1 (M), that is Λ ∩ S(X ) = / 0, an invariant splitting N 1 ⊕ N 2 of the normal bundle N Λ for the Linear Poincaré Flow P t X is said to be m-dominated, if there exists an integer m such that for every x ∈ Λ we have the domination relation
Dominated splittings are automatically continuous on the Grassmanian of plane subbundles of the tangent bundle, see e.g. [21, 16] for an exposition of the theory. In particular the dimensions of the subbundles are constant on each connected component of Λ.
As is traditional we say that a vector field is Anosov if the flow preserves a globally defined hyperbolic structure, that is, the tangent bundle T M splits into three continuous
is the flow direction, the sub-bundle E 0 is uniformly contracted and the sub-bundle G 0 is uniformly expanded by DX t for t > 0. Note that for an Anosov flow X the entire manifold is m-dominated for some m ∈ N. The fact that the dimensions of the subbundles are constant on the entire manifold implies that S(X ) = / 0 for an Anosov vector field. Denote by X r µ (M) ⋆ the subset of X r µ (M) of C r incompressible flows but without singularities. We recall another C 1 -type result for incompressible three-dimensional flows without fixed points. Preliminary versions for the discrete symplectic case were presented in [30, 5, 38] From Theorem B we can follow ipsis verbis the proof of Theorem 1.3 of [10] to deduce the next generic result.
Corollary 1.4. There exists a C
1 residual set R ⊂ X 1 µ (M) such that if X ∈ R ,
then X is Anosov or else the elliptic closed orbits of X are dense in M.
It is well known that a C 2 dynamical system admitting a hyperbolic set with positive measure must be globally hyperbolic: see e.g. BowenRuelle [17] and Bochi-Viana [14] . Recently in [2] this was extended to transitive sets having a weaker form of hyperbolicity called partial hyperbolicity with the extra assumption of non-uniform expansion along the central direction. Also in [1] similar results where obtained for positive volume singular-hyperbolic sets for C 2 (not necessarily incompressible) flows.
We extend these results for an even weaker type of hyperbolicity, i.e. for sets with a dominated splitting. Both Theorems A and B are deduced from the following result.
Theorem C. There exists an open and dense subset
G ⊂ X 2 µ (M) such
that for every X ∈ G with a regular invariant set Λ (not necessarily closed) satisfying:
• the Linear Poincaré Flow over Λ has a dominated decomposition; and
then X is Anosov and the closure of Λ is the whole of M.
1.2.
Overview of the arguments and organization of the paper. The proofs of Theorems A and B follow standard arguments from Bochi [6] , [9] and [10] assuming Theorem C together with the denseness of C 2 incompressible flows among C 1 incompressible ones given by Zuppa in [40] . We present these arguments in the following Section 2.
We give now an outline of the proof of Theorem C. Fix X ∈ X 2 µ (M) and assume that there exists an invariant subset Λ for X (not necessarily compact) without singularities (i.e. formed by regular orbits of X ) and with positive volume: µ(Λ) > 0. We show that (1) the closure A of Λ cannot contain singularities. This is done in Section 3 combining arguments from the characterization of robustly transitive attractors in [28] , with properties of positive volume invariant subsets from [2] and of hyperbolic smooth invariant measures from Pesin's Theory [33, 8] , together with the arguments from [14, Appendix B].
(2) If A is a compact invariant set without singularities and with dominated decomposition of the Linear Poincaré Flow, then A is a uniformly hyperbolic set. This is a well-known result from [9] and the work of Morales-PacificoPujals in [28] .
(3) a uniformly hyperbolic set A with positive volume for a C 2 incompressible flow must be the whole M. For the last item above we adapt the arguments from [14, Appendix B] to the flow setting. lent research atmosphere and access to its superb library. M.B. wishes to thank CMUP and the Pure Mathematics Department of University of Porto for access to its facilities and library during the preparation of this work.
GENERIC DICHOTOMIES FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
Here we prove Theorems A and B assuming Theorem C. We start with a sequence of simple lemmas. We say that the vector field X is aperiodic if the volume of the set of all closed orbits for the corresponding flow is zero.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a C
• X is of class C r for some r ≥ 2; and • every invariant m-dominated set Λ has zero or full measure, for any m ∈ N.
Proof. Let K S be the C r generic subset given by [36, Theorem 1(i)], for some r ≥ 2, so that X ∈ K S is C r and admits countably many closed orbits only, all of which are hyperbolic or elliptic. According to the results in [40] ,
Therefore, we can find a set D such that X ∈ D is aperiodic, of class at least C 2 and given any m-dominated invariant subset Λ of M for X , by Theorem C we have that either Λ has zero volume, or X is Anosov, and so Λ = M.
We define as in [15] or [9] , the integrated upper Lyapunov exponent
which is an upper semicontinuous function L : 
It is straightforward to check that R satisfies the statement of Theorem A. Now we start the proof of Theorem B. But first we recall a basic result which is a consequence of the persistence of dominated splittings, see e.g. [16] . This means that perturbing the original flow X to Y around an invariant m-dominated set, we can in (1.2) switch from 1/2 to 1/2 + ε for a very small ε and for every regular orbit of Y which remains nearby Λ.
The following perturbation lemmas from [10] are the main tools in our arguments to prove Theorem B. Conversely the absence of elliptic periodic orbits for all nearby perturbations implies uniform bounds on hyperbolic orbits with big enough period. This is an easy consequence of the two previous Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 which we state for future reference. Proof of Theorem B. Let P be the residual set given by Pugh's General Density Theorem in [35] , that is P is the family of all divergence-free vector fields X such that Ω(X ) is the closure of the set of periodic orbits, all of them hyperbolic or elliptic, and Ω(X ) = M by the Poincaré Recurrence Theorem.
We take any X ∈ X 1 µ (M) which is not approximated by an Anosov flow.
Then by a small C 1 perturbation we can assume that X belongs to P and that X is still not approximated by an Anosov flow. We fix some open set U and ε > 0. If some elliptic closed orbit of X intersects U there is nothing to prove, just set Y = X . Otherwise we fix ε > 0 small and consider three cases: Finally, we use Theorem A to show that if X is in case (C) and we assume that every C 1 -nearby vector field Y does not admit elliptic periodic orbits through U , then we get a contradiction. This proves the statement of Theorem B.
If X is in case (C), then from Lemma 2.6 we know that every periodic orbit intersecting U , for every vector field Y ε-C 1 -close to X , with period larger than T , is hyperbolic with uniform bounds on m and θ.
From Theorem A, since X is not approximated by an Anosov flow, there exists an incompressible vector field Y , which is ε/3-C 1 -close to X , admitting a full µ-measure subset Z where all Lyapunov exponents for Y are zero. Moreover we can assume that Y is aperiodic, that is the set of all periodic orbits has volume zero.
LetÛ ⊂ U be a measurable set with positive measure. Let R ⊂Û be the set given by Poincaré Recurrence Theorem (see e.g. [25] ) with respect to Y . Then every x ∈ R returns toÛ infinitelly many times under the flow Y t and is not a periodic point. Denote by T the set of positive return times tô
Given x ∈ Z ∩ R and 0 < δ < log 2/m, there exists t x ∈ R such that
Let us choose τ ∈ T such that τ > max{t x , T }.
The Y t -orbit of x can be approximated for a very long time τ > 0 by a periodic orbit of a C 1 -close flow Z: given r, τ > 0 we can find a ε/3-C 1 - 
. This is Pugh's C 1 Closing Lemma adapted to the setting of conservative flows, see [35] . Letting r > 0 be small enough we obtain also that
Now it is easy to see that Z is ε-C 1 -close to X , so that the orbit of p under Z satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.6. In particular we have that
for otherwise we would use Lemma 2.5 and produce an elliptic periodic orbit for a flow ε-C 1 -close to X . Since the subbundles N s,u are one-dimensional we write
2)
ously on Z in the C 1 topology. There exists then a uniform bound on C(p, Z) for all vector fields Z which are C 1 -close to X . We note that we can take ℓ > T arbitrarily big by letting r > 0 be small enough in the above arguments. Therefore (2.2) ensures that DP ℓ Z (p) = DP ℓ Z | N u p and also
Moreover since Z is volume preserving we have that the sum of the Lyapunov exponents along O Z (p) is zero, that is (we recall that ℓ is the period of p)
The constants in (2.2) do not depend on ℓ so taking the period very big we deduce that 1
This contradicts (2.1) and completes the proof of Theorem B.
DOMINATED SPLITTING AND REGULARITY
Here we prove that positive volume regular invariant subsets with dominated splitting cannot admit singularities in its closure and thus are essentially uniformly hyperbolic sets. This result will be used to prove Theorem C.
We denote by X 1+ (M) the set of all C 1 vector fields X whose derivative DX is Hölder continuous with respect to the given Riemannian norm, and we say that X ∈ X 1+ (M) is of class C 1+ . We clearly have
Proposition 3.1. Let X ∈ X 1+ µ (M) be given. Assume that Λ is a regular X t -invariant subset of M with positive volume and admitting a dominated splitting. Then the closure A of the set of Lebesgue density points of Λ does not contain singularities.
We recall that a compact invariant subset
⊕ G is a continuous DX t -invariant splitting with the sub-bundle E 0 uniformly contracted and the sub-bundle G 0 uniformly expanded by DX t for t > 0.
According to [9, Lemma 2.4] a compact invariant set without singularities of a C 1 three-dimensional vector field admitting a dominated splitting for the Linear Poincaré Flow is a uniformly hyperbolic set. Then we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.2. Let X ∈ X 1+ µ (M) and Λ be a regular X t -invariant subset of M with positive volume and admitting a dominated splitting. Then the closure A of the set of Lebesgue density points of Λ is a hyperbolic set.
This implies in particular that there are neither singular-hyperbolic sets (e.g. Lorenz-like sets or singular-horseshoes) nor partially hyperbolic sets (see e.g. [16] or [28] for the definitions) with positive volume for C 1+ incompressible flows on three-dimensional manifolds. A similar conclusion for singular-hyperbolic sets was obtained by Arbieto-Matheus in [4] but assuming that the invariant compact subset is robustly transitive.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is divided into several steps, which we state and prove as a sequence of lemmas in the following subsections.
Bounded angles, eigenvalues and Lorenz-like singularities. Denote by D(Λ) the subset of the Lebesgue density points of
Is is well known (see e.g. [37] or [29] ) that almost every point of a measurable set are Thus we have −λ 2 − ε ≤ λ 1 which implies −λ 2 − ε + 2κ ≤ λ 1 + 2κ ≤ λ 2 and so 2λ 2 ≥ 2κ − ε > 0 on the one hand. On the other hand
Hence there exists η > 0, independent of Y in a C 1 neighborhood of X , and independent of the periodic orbit O of Y in a neighborhood of Λ, such that λ 1 < −η and λ 2 > η, as stated.
For the angle bound we argue by contradiction as in [28] : assume there [19] and [3, Appendix] ) an arbitrarily small C 1 perturbation Z n of Y n , for all big enough n ≥ 1, sending the stable direction close to the unstable direction along the periodic orbit, such that the orbit of O n becomes a sink or a source for Z n . This contradicts the first part of the statement of the lemma.
We say that a singularity σ is Lorenz-like for X if DX (σ) has three real eigenvalues λ 2 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 3 satisfying λ 2 < λ 3 < 0 < −λ 3 < λ 1 . Proof. Fix σ in S(X ) ∩ A if this set is nonempty (otherwise there is nothing to prove). By assumption on X we known that σ is hyperbolic. As in [28] we show first that σ has only real eigenvalues. For otherwise we would get a conjugate pair of complex eigenvalues ω, ω and a real one λ and, by reversing time if needed, we can assume that λ < 0 < Re(ω). Since µ(A) > 0 there are infinitely many distinct orbits of Λ passing through every given neighborhood of σ, for each regular orbit of a flow is a regular curve, and so does not fill volume in a three-dimensional manifold.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that X ∈ X 1 µ (M) is such that all singularities are hyperbolic with no ressonances (real eigenvalues are all distinct). Then the singularities S(X )
Using the Connecting Lemma of Hayashi adapted to conservative flows (see e.g. [39] ) we can find a C 1 -close flow Y preserving the same measure µ with a saddle-focus connection associated to the continuation σ Y of the singularity σ. By a small perturbation of the vector field we can assume that Y is of class C ∞ and still C 1 -close to X (see e.g. [40] ).
We can now unfold the saddle-focus connection as in [12] to obtain a periodic orbit with all Lyapunov exponents equal to zero (an elliptic closed orbit) for a C 1 -close flow and near A. This contradicts Lemma 3.3, since such orbit will be contained in a neighborhood of Λ. This shows that complex eigenvalues are not allowed for any singularity in A.
Let then λ 2 ≤ λ 3 ≤ λ 1 be the eigenvalues of σ. We have λ 2 < 0 < λ 1 because σ is hyperbolic. The preservation of volume implies that λ 2 = −(λ 1 + λ 3 ) < 0 so that −λ 3 < λ 1 . We have now two cases: λ 3 < 0: this implies λ 2 < λ 3 < 0 < −λ 3 < λ 1 by the non-resonance assumption, and σ is Lorenz-like for X ; λ 3 > 0: since λ 1 = −(λ 2 + λ 3 ) > 0 the non-resonance assumption ensures that λ 2 < −λ 3 < 0 < λ 3 < λ 1 , so σ is Lorenz-like for −X . The proof is complete.
3.2. Invariant manifolds of a positive volume set with dominated splitting for the Linear Poincaré Flow. -uniform) hyperbolicity. An embedded disk γ ⊂ M is a (local) strong-unstable manifold, or a strong-unstable disk, if dist(X −t (x), X −t (y)) tends to zero exponentially fast as t → +∞, for every x, y ∈ γ. In the same way γ is called a (local) strong-stable manifold, or a strong-stable disk, if dist(X t (x), X t (y)) → 0 exponentially fast as n → +∞, for every x, y ∈ γ. It is well-known that every point in a uniformly hyperbolic set possesses a local strong-stable manifold W ss loc (x) and a local strong-unstable manifold W uu loc (x) which are disks tangent to E x and G x at x respectively with topological dimensions d E = dim(E) and d G = dim(G) respectively. Considering the action of the flow we get the (global) strongstable manifold
Invariant manifolds and (non
and the (global) strong-unstable manifold
for every point x of a uniformly hyperbolic set. Similar notions are defined in a straightforward way for diffeomorphisms. These are immersed submanidfolds with the same differentiability of the flow or the diffeomorphism. In the case of a flow we also consider the stable manifold W s (x) = ∪ t∈R X t W ss (x) and unstable manifold W u (x) = ∪ t∈R X t W uu (x) for x in a uniformly hyperbolic set, which are flow invariant. We note that these notions are well defined for a hyperbolic periodic orbit, since this compact set is itself a hyperbolic set. Now we observe that since A has positive volume, the dominated splitting of the Linear Poincaré Flow implies that the Lebesgue measure µ A normalized and restricted to A is a (non-uniformly) hyperbolic invariant probability measure, see e.g. [7] : every Lyapunov exponent of µ A is non-zero, except along the direction of the flow. Indeed, (recall the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.3) the Lyapunov exponents λ 1 ≤ 0 ≤ λ 2 along every Oseledet's regular orbit satisfy λ 1 + λ 2 = 0 since the flow is incompressible, and for every Oseledet's regular orbit in Λ (a non-empty set because Λ has positive volume) the exponents also satisfy λ 1 + 2κ ≤ λ 2 for some κ > 0 depending only on the domination strength -in particular κ does not depend on the orbit chosen inside Λ. Thus there exists η > 0 such that λ 2 = −λ 1 > η along every Oseledet's regular orbit inside Λ.
Assuming from now on that X ∈ X 1+ (M) we have, according to the nonuniform hyperbolic theory (see [32, 33, 7] ), that there are smooth strongstable and strong-unstable disks tangent to the directions corresponding to negative and positive Lyapunov exponents, respectively, at µ A almost every point. The sizes of these disks depend measurably on the point as well as the rates of exponential contraction and expansion. We can define as before the strong-stable, strong-unstable, stable and unstable manifolds at µ A almost all points.
In addition, since µ is a smooth invariant measure, we can use [8, Theorem 11.3] and conclude that there are at most countably many ergodic components of µ A . Therefore we assume from now on that µ A is ergodic without loss of generality.
In addittion, hyperbolic smooth ergodic invariant probability measures for a C 1+ dynamics are in the setting of Katok's Closing Lemma, see [23] or [8, Section 15] . In particular we have that the support of µ A is contained in the closure of the closed orbits inside A To prove Lemma 3.6 we need a bounded distortion property along invariant manifolds which is provided by [8, Theorems 11.1 & 11.2] . To state this properly we need the notion of hyperbolic block for a hyperbolic invariant probability measure.
Hyperbolic blocks and bounded distortion along invariant manifolds.
The measurable dependence of the invariant manifolds on the base point means that for each κ ∈ N we can find a compact hyperbolic block H (κ) and positive numbers C x satisfying
• dist(X t (y), X t (x)) ≤ C x e −tτ · dist(y, x) for all t > 0 and y ∈ W ss loc (x), and analogously for y ∈ W uu loc (x) exchanging the sign of t;
• C x ≤ κ and τ x ≥ κ −1 for every x ∈ H (κ);
• H (κ) ⊂ H (κ + 1) for all k ≥ 1 and µ A H (κ) → 1 as κ → +∞; 
Recurrent and Lebesgue density points.
We are now ready to start the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Let us take a strong-unstable disk W uu (x) satisfying simultaneously
For this it is enough to take κ big enough since by the absolute continuity of the foliation of strong-unstable disks a positive volume subset, as H (κ), must intersect almost all strong-stable disks on a subset of µ u positive measure, see e.g. [34] . Using the Recurrence Theorem we can also assume without loss of generality that x is recurrent inside H (κ), that is, there exists a strictly increasing sequence of integers n 1 < n 2 < . . . such that
Therefore we can consider the disk
is a neighborhood of x and since the sizes of the strongunstable disks on H (κ) are uniformly bounded we see that diam W k ) → 0 exponentially fast as k → +∞.
Now W uu loc (x) is one-dimensional in our setting and thus the shrinking of W k to x together with the f -invariance of A are enough to ensure
Finally the bounded distortion given by Theorem 3.7 implies
for all k ≥ 1. Hence we get µ u (W uu loc (x) \ A) = 0 by the choice of x k and the continuous dependence of the strong-unstable disks on the points of the hyperbolic block H (κ). The argument for the stable direction is the same.
Since the points of a full µ A measure subset have all the properties we used, this concludes the proof of Lemma 3.6 and of the property (3.2).
3.2.5. Dense invariant manifolds of a periodic orbit. Now we use the density of periodic points in A (property (3.1)). Consider again a hyperbolic block H (κ) with a big enough κ ∈ N such that µ A (H (κ)) > 0. For any given x ∈ H (κ) and δ > 0 there exists a hyperbolic periodic orbit O (p) intersecting B(x, δ). Because the sizes and angles of the stable and unstable disks of points in H (κ) are uniformly bounded away from zero, we can ensure that we have the following transversal intersections
This together with the Inclination Lemma implies that
Moreover since we can pick any x ∈ H (κ) we can assume without loss that
x has a dense orbit in A (since we took µ A to be ergodic) and then we can 
Absence of singularities in A.
We recall that the alpha-limit set of a point p ∈ M with respect to the flow X is the set α(p) of all limit points of X −t (p) as t → +∞. Likewise the omega-limit set is the set ω(p) of limit points of X t (p) when t → +∞. Both these sets are flow-invariant. Using property (3.4) we consider, on the one hand, the invariant compact subset of A given by On the other hand, considering N = ω X (W uu (p)) we likewise obtain that N = A. Let us assume that σ is a singularity contained in A. By Lemma 3.4 σ is either Lorenz-like for X or Lorenz-like for −X .
In the former case, we would get W ss (σ) ⊂ A because any compact part of the strong-stable manifold of σ is accumulated by backward iterates of a small neighborhood γ inside W ss (x). Here we are using that the contraction along the strong-stable manifold, which becomes an expansion for negative time, is uniform. In the latter case we would get W uu (σ) ⊂ A by a similar argument reversing the time direction.
We now explain that each one of these possibilities leads to a contradiction with the dominated splitting of the Linear Poincaré Flow on the regular orbits of A, following an argument in [28] . It is enough to deduce a contradiction for a Lorenz-like singularity for X , since the other case reduces to this one through a time inversion.
If W ss (σ) ∩ A \ {σ} ⊃ {y} for some point y ∈ A and for some singularity σ ∈ A, then we have countably distinct regular orbits of Λ accumulating on y ∈ W ss (σ) (by the definition of A) and on a point q ∈ W u (σ) (by the dynamics of the flow near σ).
Applying the Connecting Lemma, we obtain a saddle-connection associated to the continuation of σ for a C 1 -close vector field Y , known as "orbit-flip" connection, that is, there exists a homoclinic orbit Γ associated to σ Y such that W cu ( These connections can be C 1 approximated by "inclination-flip" connections for another C 1 nearby vector field Z, not necessarily conservative, see e.g. [27, 3] . This means that the continuation σ Z of the singularity has an associated homoclinic orbit γ such that W cu (σ Z ) intersects W s (σ Z ) along γ but not transversely, and γ ∩W ss (σ Z ) = / 0.
However the presence of "inclination-flip" connections is an obstruction to the dominated decomposition of the Linear Poincaré Flow for nearby regular orbits. This contradicts Lemma 2.3 and concludes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
UNIFORM HYPERBOLICITY
Here we conclude the proof of Theorem C, showing that proper invariant hyperbolic subsets of a C 1+ incompressible flow cannot have positive volume. 
Positive volume hyperbolic sets and conservative Anosov flows.
We start the proof by recalling the notion of partial hyperbolicity.
Let Λ be a compact invariant subset for a C 1 flow on a compact boundaryless manifold M with dimension at least 3. We say that Λ is partially hyperbolic if there are a continuous invariant tangent bundle decomposition T Λ M = E s ⊕ E c and constants λ, K > 0 such that for all x ∈ Λ and for all t ≥ 0
• Now we can use an argument similar to the one presented in Subsection 3.2.6.
Lemma 4.3. Let X ∈ X 1+
µ (M) and Λ be a compact invariant partially hyperbolic subset containing a strong-stable disk γ. Then L = α X (γ) = {α(z) : z ∈ γ} contains all stable disks through its points.
Proof. The partial hyperbolic assumption on A ensures that every one of its points has a strong-stable manifold. Moreover W ss (z) ⊂ Λ for every z ∈ α(γ), (4.1)
since any compact part of the strong-stable manifold of z is accumulated by backward iterates of any small neighborhood of x ∈ γ inside W ss (x). Here we are using that the contraction along the strong-stable manifold, which becomes an expansion for negative time, is uniform. This contradicts the preservation of the volume form µ, unless L is the whole of M. Thus M = L ⊂ A and X is Anosov.
